Play Value! PrimeTime is the choice of schools, childcare centers and communities who want to maximize value and create play spaces that provide fun and challenging activities along a developmental continuum. The small footprint of PrimeTime reduces cost, and a wide range of play components provide the maximum amount of play opportunities.

**Features and Benefits:**
- **Model:** PT18031
- **Use Zone:** 29’ X 31’
- **Fall Height:** 8’
- **Age Group:** 5 to 12 Years
- **Number of Children:** 35-40

Limited Lifetime Warranty on uprights, hardware and connections. Visit [gametime.com/warranty](http://gametime.com/warranty) for full warranty information.

---

**Designing award-winning playgrounds since 1929.**

**Certified Installer Network - GameTime trained for GameTime playgrounds.**

**Complies with ASTM standards before it leaves the factory.**